
Dr Juby has in  addition pointed  out  that  kyphoscoliosis, mentioned  last  June
in the  article  on possible deformities of Richard III  (Ricardian,  Vol.  4, No. 61,
1978, p.22) and  there described as  a  backward and  sideways  curvature of the
spine, is in fact a forward and sideways curvature.

Book Review

ORDERING  CHAOS—NEW  SOURCES  OF  INFORMATION  FROM  THE
PUBLIC RECORD  OFFICE, Patricia Barnes, Ed., ‘The  chancery corpus  cum
causa  file, 10—11 Edward IV’ in R. F. Hunnisett.and J. B.  Post, gen.  Eds.,
Medieval Legal Records,  London, 1978, pp.  430—76.

Pessimism  has  a  respected place  m  medieval history, particularly when applied to
the  availability of manuscript material and the conclusions  that  can safely be
drawn  from its  examination.  K. B. McFarlane warned  that  the  missing private
papers and records of finance and retainership for noble  families, for the most  part
‘are now  past  praying for’,‘ and  without them little  more  than  a  superficial  study
of the period can be  expected.  The evidence  that does  remain, namely the title
deeds, private cartularies, estate  accounts, and correspondence, is  scattered  in
public  and private archives, fragmentary, often illegible from neglect, and
dangerous to  interpret  without accompanying material.2 Generalisations  about  an
entire  society often have  to be made from the few  family archives  that  have
survived, such  as  those  of John of  Gaunt, Sir John Fastolf, and the early fifteenth-
century Beauchamps of  Warwick.

It is  only with  care and intelligence  that  the papers of one  family can be
interpreted  to  illuminate  the  times  in  which  they lived.  A recent case  in point is
that  of the Earls of Stafford, Dukes  of  Buckingham, documented  by Carole
Rawclifl'e.  3  Undaunted  by the  loss  of  valuable  records in the retaliatory
conflagrations of  Richard  III’s supporters, Dr Rawcliffe  located  remaining
material  now widely dispersed in private  collections  and the more  accessible
county record offices, as well as the  PRO.‘

'It is in  this last  named archive  that  there lies the hope of future  historical
research. Hope  may perhaps be abandoned for the discovery of  hitherto-unknown  _
documents  able to answer key questions about past  puzzles, but  records that  shed
light  on what we already know, and deepen our knowledge of the processes of
administration, are  extant  and  awaiting perusal.

A  major deterrent to  this examination  has  been  the inability of the  Public
Record Office to  sort  its collections. While its  four  maih classes of chancery rolls
(the  Charter, Close, Patent, and Fine rolls) are  almost  completely 111 print for the
middle ages, the  PRO’s files  for the  period  were  split  between the  Rolls  Chapel
and the Tower of London. No  attempt  at  identification  had  been  made until Dr
Barnes  and her  colleagues  began  a  sorting process, making more accessible the
corpus  cum  causa  file interpreted and calendared in her C.‘ A. F.  Meekings
festschrift  article.’

The corpus cum  causa  file is  a collection  of  writs  ordering the production in
court of  defendants  committed to  prison, along with  a  record of their case. Dr
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Barnes  maintains that  the files contain  valuable  information  about  the chronology
of  legal innovations  concerning the commercial activities of London merchants
who used the chancery as  a  court of  common  law.

Legal business for the  most  part was  brought  before the  court  of the  king’s
bench.  Barnes  attempts to  explain  the sharing of cases  that  the corpus cum causa
file reveals by pointing to the increased accessibility of chancery, even on
Sundays, feast  days,  and during the summer months. She  eventually abandons
these  explanations, and rejects the argument  that  the  chancery’s jurisdiction  in
matters  of statutes merchant and  statutes staple  made the  court  popular with
London’s  mercantile  population. The problem is  never fully resolved, and the
author turns  instead to the  influence  of the  Latin  side of the chancery on the
English  side, an  interesting study but one  that  is not clear in revealing much  about
the  reasons  behind the choice of the Chancery court.  An emphasis on the
differences between  cases  brought  before the two  courts would also have  been
appreciated here.

More successful is Dr  Barnes’ study of the reflections of political events of
the  period  in the chancery file.  Urban historians in particular  have  recently
warned  that Shakespeare’s  emphasis on the power  struggles among  the  nobility  is
only a  small  part  of the  story,  and  that most  of England succeeded in ignoring the
political upheavals to concentrate instead on local, civic  matters.“ Dr  Barnes  is
not advocating a  return to traditional interpretation or  a  denial of regional
insularity, but  instead  points out the evidence  that constitutional issues  quickly
infiltrated  all aspects of administration.

A  few of the corpus cum causa  entries illustrate this  argument clearly.  There
is the  case  of  John  Foster, attempting to  gain  release in July 1470  from prison in
which  he had been  placed  on  a  charge of sedition by Humphrey Bourchier,  Lord
Cromwell, and Sir John Scot.7 Equally clear  is the  plea  of  trespass arising from
the  fighting in  London’s  streets when the Lancastrian party entered  to  seize  the
city from Yorkist  control.a But of greater importance is the evidence Barnes  uses
to reveal the effects of  monetary penalties  on the  king’s  unruly subjects.

Large penalties had been encountered in  cases of purely local  interest,  such
as  that  of the York mayor who  needed  the  threat  of a writ sub  pena  of  £500  to
move  him to  release  to the  court  a  merchant who had slandered him.9 The  sums
were  specified on recognisances, which also  ordered the  release of the defendant
from prison and ensured his  subsequent appearance  in court. More unusual are
those  recognisances  which  call parties before the king and council, and Dr Barnes
is  most judicious  in her explanation of their  growth  in  number  from the few
encountered in the first nine  years  of Edward  IV’s  reign, to the 26 in the  corpus
file  examined here. That  number decreases  very little  throughout  the  rest  of
Edward’s  reign, and  settles at 32 for the entire reign of  Richard  III. The concern
of the majority of  these  extraordinary recognisances is not  unusual  for  a  medieval
government involved in the  political  and  constitutional upheavals  as was the
Yorkist court at this  time.  The suggestions  that  Edward used the  Chancery  system
to  make  more effective his  peacekeeping duties,  assure  delivery of defendants, and
receive  the sums  they forfeited, are well-grounded in the file itself, and do not
contradict  the theory that  the  Yorkist  monarchs retained control of certain
aspects of Chancery after the  original threat  diminished.
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Having settled the issue of the  council’s increasing role in jurisprudence, the
author  returns to the problems of  financial  penalties. The  existence  of the file itself,
in  which  over half of the defendants are summoned before the  king and council at
an unspecified  date, is enough to  contradict  J. R.  Lander’s conclusion  that the
Yorkist kings’ recognisances ‘for almost all  purposes except  routine  matters  .  .  .
were few in  number’.‘° Even less  routine  are the large sums of  money involved (in
one  case  as  much  as  £26,000), suggesting that  appearances in  court  were
demanded and insubordination punished under  threat  of financial ruin.

It is not surprising that  those  ordered to stand surety or were bound over for
sums of thousands of pounds,  were  wealthy merchants. Less  obvious  is the
conclusion that  forfeiture of  such a  sum  would  not only have ruined the  man_
involved, but would  have  had  a  deleterious  effect  on the  commercial  world  as well.
Lander’s argument  that  such great  sums  merely represent the magnitude of the
offence and the offender, and are not  meant  to  be_a  valid estimate of the
defendant’s  worth,” is  contradicted  by Barnes’ evidence  that  care  was  always
taken  to  establish the finances of  those  standing surety. The  corpus cum  causa  file
allows  one to conclude  that  the Yorkist monarchs knew  what  their great and
threatening subjects possessed, and the  nature  of the blow needed to  ruin  them.
Sureties of  £5000  were  required  of both Sir James  Harrington  and Sir  Thomas
Stanley following their  dispute  over two Harrington heiresses and  their
wardships.12 Barnes  prefers to emphasise the  threatening nature  of such  a  sum,
and ignore the  fact that  neither  party lost  the  money, while  the Harringtons
benefited  from years of  Yorkist  service and escaped all  penal  action. More
pertinent to her  case  is the  example  of the Herbert dispute  with  the  Vaughans  in
the  late  1470s, when  sub pena  tarifi's  were set so  high,  William Herbert, Earl of
Pembroke, was forced to  relinquish  his  title, making way for the royal'
administration of the new earl, the  child  Edward Prince of Wales. The similarity
between  Henry VII’s  recognisances and  those  of Edward IV is firmly recognised,
and Barnes is  anxious  to point out  that  the precedent of deprivation by sub pena
tariffs is set during the reigns of Edward  V  and  Richard  III as well.13

What  is  made most  strikingly clear in the corpus cum  causa  file is the
flexibility of  legal  action  under  the Yorkist  monarchs, beginning in the  latter  part
of the reign of Edward IV. The business at  stake c0uld  begin and end in  chancery,
or be sent  from  chancel-y to  council  and vice  versa, or in  important  cases be dealt
with  by the  king alone, or  only by the council. Dr Barnes  does  no  more  than
suggest a  personal monarchy from the evidence of Edward’s  interest  in  cases  of
breach  of the  peace, and the marked desire to  assure loyalty under  threat  of
financial  ruin.  The  author’s  apologies for  ‘[t]he  pursuit of  fragments  .  .  .  [in]  one of
the  more obscure areas  of  historical enquiry’ should  be  attributed  to modesty, for
she must surely be  lauded  for the discovery and interpretation of documents
essential  to the  understanding of  royal  administration.

[DRRAINE ATTREED
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’The  following list  consists  of  recent  books and  articles, mainly published within
the last  twelve  months, although  earlier  publications may be  included.  The
appearance of an item in this list  does not  preclude  its  subsequent review.

BOOKS ‘
Penelope  Eames, Medieval Furniture: Furniture  in  England, France  and the  .
Netherlands  from  the  Twelfth  to the  Fifteenth Century, 320 pages, illustrations,
1977. Furniture  History Society, £9.

A  well  illustrated and  documented  survey of all types of  medieval furniture.
Charles  Oman, A  History of the Art of War in the  Middle Ages, Volume
1: 378—1278, Volume 2: 1278—1485, 1978. Methuen, £12.50 and £12.  Reprint
of 1924 edition.

An account of the  development  of strategy, tactics and military organisation.
Reprint  of a  standard work..

Walter Ullmann, Principles  of Government  and  Politics  in the  Middle Ages, 1978.
Methuen, £9.50.  Reprint  of 1961 edition.

Defines  and  explains historically the  main features  of the  three main  types  of
government  existing in the  Middle  Ages:  Papal, Monarchical  and  Popular.

ARTICLES ,
Muriel  J. Hughes, The  Library of  Philip the Bold and Margaret of  Flanders, first
Valois Duke and Duchess of  Burgundy/Journal  of Medieval History, Vol. 4, No.
2, 1978, pp.l45—l88. .
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A  description of the foundation of the large  library (and  a  list  of its contents),
expanded  by later dukes and  duchesses, including Margaret  of  York.

Anne F.  Sutton  and P. W. Hammond, The Problems of  Dating and the Dangers
of  Re-dating:  the Acts of Court of the  Mercers’ Company of  London 1453—1527,
Journal  of the  Society of Archivists,  Vol. 6, No. 2, 1978, pp.87—91.

A discussion  of the dangers incurred by reliance on the Acts of Court for
dating events  in the Yorkist period, with  particular reference to Dr  Hanham’s
re-dating of  Hastings’ execution.

Brian  Spencer, King Henry VI of  Windsor  and the  London  Pilgrim, Collectanea
Londiniensia, Studies  presented to Ralph Merrifield, edited  by Joanna  Bird  et  al.,
London  and  Middlesex Archaeological  Society Special Paper  No. .,1978 pp.
235—264.

An  account  of the  cult  of  veneration  of Henry VI, and  a catalogue  of  pilgrim
badges  found  in  London.

E.  Anne  Read, Cathedral  Libraries:  a  Supplementary Checklist, Library History,
Vol.  4, No. 5, 1978, pp.l4l—163.

Lists catalogues of the  books  and manuscripts in cathedral libraries, updating a
previous list  published in 1970.

Ann Dowden, The  Wives  of Sir  William  Gascoigne of  Cardington, Beds.  .,
Transactions  of the  Monumental Brass Society, Vol.  12, Part  2, No. 93, 1978  (for
1976), pp. 145—152.

A  description of the  brass  of Sir  William  (died 1540), with  some  discussion of
his ancestry and heraldry, and  that  of his wives.

A. R.  Williams, Medieval  Metalworking—Armour Plate  and the Advance of
Metallurgy, Chartered Mechanical  Engineer, September  1978, pp.  109—1 14.

The  method  of  steel  manufacture In the  Middle Ages, and the structure and
strength  of the  armour  made from it.

M. A.  Hicks, Dynastic  Change and  Northern Society:  the  Career  of the Fourth
Earl of Northumberland  1470—1489, Northern  History, Vol.  14, 1978, pp.
78—107.

The place of Henry Percy in the  government  of the North in the  later Yorkist
period, with a  discussion of his retinue and his relationships with  Richard  of
Gloucester’s supporters.

A. E. Butcher, Rent, Population and Economic  Change  in  Late  Medieval
Newcastle, Northern  History,  Vol. 14, 1978, pp.  66—77.

Argues  that  Newcastle declined  commercially in the fifteenth  century, in
common  with many other  towns  and  cities, and did not  escape the  process, as
has been  stated  hitherto.

THESES
C.  Harper  Bill, An  Edition  of the Register of  John  Morton, Archbishop of
Canterbury 1486—1500, with  a  critical  introduction. PhD  thesis, University of
London, 1977.
C. C. Dyer, The  Estates  of the  Bishopric  of Worcester 680—1540. PhD  thesis,
University of  Birmingham, 2 vols, 1977.
N. W.  Gilroy-Scott, Theme  and  Style  in  a  Myrroure  for Magistrates (1559). PhD
thesis,  University of  Birmingham, 1978.
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CONTRIBUTIONS  TO THE  RICARDIAN
These are welcomed  from  all members on any subject relevant to the aims of the
Society.  These may be illustrated by photographs  (glossy prints showing good
contrast) or by line drawings. All  contributions, including advertisements and
letters, must be  typewritten, with double  spacing and  adequate  margins, on one
side of the paper  only.  Permission  must  be obtained for the use of copyright
material, but  this  is not  usually necessary for  short  quotes. References and
footnotes  must  be  given  in one sequence at the end of the article.  They must  take
the  form similar  to the following examples;

J .1 H.  Ramsay, Lancaster and  York, Vol.  2, Cambridge (1892), pp.485—6..

B. P.  Wolfe, When  and why did  Hastings  lose  his  head?  .English Historical
Review, Vol.  89  (1974), pp.835-844.

Details  need not be  given  in  full  for second and subsequent references to the
same  source. -

Contributions  for the  June  Ricardian  or  Bulletin  must  reach  Anne Sutton,
11 Eton Avenue, London NW3, by 3lst March.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements  can be  accepted  at 4p per word. It  would  be  appreciated
if advertisers forwarded remittances together  with  copy to be inserted to Jill
Gunsell  (Advertisement  Manager), 29 Castelnau,  Batnes,  London S.W.13.
Cheques or postal orders  should  be  crossed  and made payable to the Richard 111
Society.

Other advertisements  can be accepted for publication in the  Ricardian  and
anyone  interested in  taking space—full,  half or quarter  page—should  contact  the
Advertisement Manager.  '

RICHARD  lll  MINIATURE BUST
Approximately Sin. tall.  ‘Dark  Bronze’ or  ‘Stone’ finish,  fine  detail. U.K.  price
each  £9.50,  includes  V.A.T., packing and  postage  (overseas customers-—price on
request).  JECOBIN LTD., 31  Romans  Way, Pyrford, Woking, Surrey GU22
8TR.
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